Speaker Profile:

The Power of Collaboration
An overview of Phil and his speaking and workshop topics

Phil
Preston
“Thank you so
much for
presenting to
our clients, we
received an
overwhelmingly
positive
response from
them”
Tania Kapell,
Recruitment
Edge

Is collaboration important to
you and your organisation?
It’s a skill much sought after by CEOs however most
people never receive any formal training or guidance
in this area.
Whether you’re dealing with teams, projects or complex
partnerships, you’ll be able to focus on what you and
your people do best and avoid unwanted frictions if
they are working collaboratively.
The foundations are:
• Ensuring people have the right attitude and skills
• A trusting and psychologically safe environment
• Gaining buy-in and alignment around a clear purpose.

There are 7 underlying actions required to successfully
build these foundations.

After leading teams in the investment industry, Phil set
up his own business in 2008 and has since worked with
hundreds of organisations across all sectors,
appearing on big stages, in boardrooms, basketball
courts and the back of Bourke (literally).
As a speaker, Phil is sought after for his unique insights
and experience, and his ability to break down complex
challenges into actionable learning. He works closely
with event managers to deliver to the brief.
Phil has three major topic areas (see over):
• The Secrets of Collaborative Projects & Teams
• Collaborative Leadership
• Linking Profit with Purpose

He’s often mistaken for George Clooney (joke), and has
one wife, two kids and a dog called Gizmo who ate his
bed (no joke).

Make contact.
E | hello@philpreston.com.au
M | +61 408 259 633

The Power of Collaboration
Phil’s speaking and workshop topics in more detail

The Secrets of Collaborative
Projects & Teams

Collaborative
Leadership

Linking Purpose with
Profitability

Why is it topical?
Some people are great at being part
of collaborative teams and projects
… and some people aren’t. What
methods are available to take
performance levels up a notch?

Why is it topical?
CEOs need leaders who can create
strong work cultures and collaborate
effectively across traditional
boundaries. How do you instil this
capability in your people?

Why is it topical?
Corporate purpose is often
associated with ‘giving back’ or being
socially responsible, but it’s real
power lies in improving profitability
and (re)building trust.

Session objective?

Session objective?

Session objective?

Providing people with the skills and
tools they need to work more
effectively together.

Providing leaders with methods for
dramatically improving the dynamics
of projects and teams.

How is it achieved?
Phil unpacks the challenges in
working collaboratively, outlines the
key features of high performing
teams and provide a 7-step checklist
for participants to hone their skills.

How is it achieved?
Phil connects current trends with the
need for collaborative leadership,
outlines the characteristics of high
performing groups and provides a 7step process for making
improvements.

Providing methods for selecting the
right types of societal issues to
support that lead to improved
profitability.

Who it is suited to

How is it achieved?
Phil is a renowned expert and case
study author in this field and he
breaks down complex issues and
provide simple “how-to” methods
that help audiences respond.

Who it is suited to
• Directors and executives

Who it is suited to

• Managers and leaders

• Leaders and senior managers

• Strategy, corporate affairs and

“Thank you Phil, your simple,
systematic approach has made a
significant impact in this strategic
project” - Sarah Lisle, University of
Wollongong

“Thank you so much for the session
today. Great feedback from
everyone!" - Marcelle McGrath,
Claim Central Holdings

“Phil helped our delegates … step
up their game to have greater,
practical impact on the big trust
issues their organisations face” Naomi Burley, Governance, Risk &
Compliance Institute

• Work group / team members
• Project members

Additional information that you may find useful:

• Directors, executives & leaders

partnership managers

• Phil travels from south of Sydney and when flying quotes ex-Sydney Airport

Make contact.

• He liaises closely with program managers to maximise session benefits

E | hello@philpreston.com.au

• AV needs: Keynote or PPT, sound, lapel or headset microphone and Flipchart

M | +61 408 259 633

